The invisible phone mount! The Gadget Grips MAGNET comes with a super strong neodymium magnet that allows you to mount your phone wherever. 3M adhesive allows you to mount the magnet anywhere, the steel plate then adheres to your phone, leaving no sticky residue behind if removed. Gadget Grips technology keeps your phone from slipping and sliding when not used as a mount.

1. Attach magnet to dashboard, wall, cabinet, window, cucible, etc.
2. Attach steel-plated Gadget Grip to your phone with the 3M adhesive.
3. Steel-plated Gadget Grip will hold your phone firmly to magnet base.

- Magnet is safe for phones and batteries
- Compatible with all devices
- Do not use with wireless chargers

Setup Charge: $50/V
Imprint Type: 4-Color Process with epoxy dome label. All PMS colors are converted to CMYK and may not always be an exact match.
Product Size: 1 ⅞” W x 1 ⅞” H x ⅜” D
Imprint Area: 1 ⅞” W x 1 ⅞” H; include ⅛” bleed
Lead Time: 5 days from final art approval
Packaging: Individually packaged in a magnet-safe clamshell with an instructional card and cleaning wipe included
Shipping Specs: 100 Per Box/ 12 Lbs.